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      Inauguration week, dreaded by half the country while 
welcomed by the other half, has come and gone. The fact it 
did so with little or no fireworks was much appreciated by 
the markets as equities hit record highs and commodities 
continued their climb. Traders bought into the talk of unity, 
whether merely words or action we soon shall see. It’s my hope 
that both sides of the aisle will abide by a quote I recently read, 
“Shared values build trust and exist behind almost any dispute. 
By restoring trust, we can move from hate to debate.” But, 
enough of my political soapbox. We are here to talk about the 
cotton market. 
      Both March and December futures posted gains for the 
week despite what could be termed a healthy correction on 
Friday, closing at 81.56 and 78.40, respectively. Once again, 
we were greeted to an excellent export sales report. Net sales 
of 292,400 bales nearly matched the four-week average with 
Vietnam overtaking China as the primary buyer followed by 
Pakistan and Turkey. More importantly, shipments were up 
17 percent from the prior week at 322,400 bales with major 
destinations being China, Pakistan, and Vietnam. Currently, 
over 6.4 million bales have been shipped compared to only 4.6 
million bales at this same time last year. 
      The big unknown is the way the Biden Administration will 
handle trade relations with China going forward. This becomes 
tremendously important considering China accounted for 
almost half of all U.S. cotton exports in the first five months 
of the marketing year. In December alone, they imported 1.6 
million bales from us, the highest monthly total since 2013. 
Total imports for China are predicted to be 10.5 million bales, 
the highest in seven years. They will consume a third of all 
the cotton used in the world. Will the current administration 
stand firm on the textile ban from the Xinjiang province? If so, 
this could force Chinese manufacturers to import even more 
foreign fiber. Will they strongly enforce Phase One of the Trade 
Agreement? At present, China has fulfilled only 64 percent of 
their original commitment of ag product purchases blaming 
Covid for the slower than expected pace. So, it’s quite apparent 
as goes U.S.–Sino relations so goes cotton prices.
      Last week brought little change on the economic front. 
Though slowed by the surge in Covid cases, recovery is 
progressing, nonetheless. A swift, successful distribution of 
vaccines is critical to enhance these efforts. We are told the 
new administration has a grand plan for such, but time will 
only tell. Those most optimistic look for the beginnings of a 
return to normal by spring while those less optimistic favor late 
summer. In any event, we are closer to the light at the end of 
the tunnel and better days ahead when confident consumers 
return to the stores with a pent-up desire to purchase goods 
and services.
      The charts and fundamentals remain supportive. However, 
the accompanying chart reflecting futures prices versus Funds 
position is a little alarming. The convergence shown there is 
either a consolidation for next push up or, worse yet, signs of 
stalling. Open Interest on the week increased by only 3,426 
contracts, compared to 12,000 last week and 19,600 the week 
before possibly indicating a lack of momentum. Many growers 
have taken advantage of March’s move above 80 cents to 
unload old crop cotton. It’s a good move when you ask yourself 
how many times you’ve sold cotton above 80 cents. My guess, 
you could count them on one hand. As for new crop, it too will 
likely run through 80 cents at some point soon. Be prepared 
with a marketing plan providing downside protection and 
pricing flexibility. Call us at 334-365-3369 for your personalized 
marketing plan! 
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 Strong U.S. Exports Buoyed by China  

 
*Note: Jan-Jul shipments for 2020/21 are forecast; Aug-Dec are USDA Export Sales Reporting shipments 

 

Record U.S. shipments through December are supporting a stronger U.S. export forecast at 15.25 
million bales, despite production falling 5.0 million bales from the previous year. China has accounted 
for almost half of U.S. exports in the first 5 months, with the country’s total imports forecast at 10.5 
million bales, the highest level in 7 years. Moreover, China’s consumption is expected to recover 5.5 
million bales from the previous year and reach 38.5 million bales, accounting for more than one-third 
of world use in 2020/21. 

China demand for U.S. cotton has been mostly led by the State Reserve and State-owned Enterprises 
(SOEs), which have likely accounted for more than three-fourths of total imports of U.S. cotton thus far 
in 2020/21.  Instead of sourcing from Brazil, the primary supplier in the previous 2 marketing years, the 
State Reserve and the SOEs have returned to the United States likely in part spurred by the Phase One 
Agreement.  

Despite higher U.S. prices relative to Brazil and India (second and-third-largest exporters forecast in 
2020/21), U.S. sales and shipments to China through December exceeded the previous year by more 
than 2.3 million bales.  These export volumes are notable considering higher exportable supplies for 
Brazil and India, where both countries have record carryin and Brazil’s 2020/21 exports are forecast at 
a record.  

Australia, another significant supplier to China, witnessed exportable supplies decimated by a 2020 
drought. Like the United States, Australia is a significant supplier of high-quality cotton to the world’s 
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Record U.S. Shipments from August to December
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Managed Funds Net Position vs. ICE Futures Close

Futures Funds Net 4 Year Average Net

managed funds net position vs.
ice futures close


